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Speedway historian John Chaplin and image archivist John Somerville have

teamed up again to produce the fourth in their highly praised series about the

world’s most exciting sport. As you turn the pages you can almost smell the

methanol and burning Castrol R racing oil, as Chaplin and Somerville delve into

Speedway’s exciting past, revelling in events and personalities that have won it

legions of diehard fans. All of the romance, drama, heroism, glamour and 

bravery of the sport can be found in this journey back through Speedway history,

recalling its famous and not-so-famous characters, and the excitement of its days

of glory.

Speedway at Full Throttle is the latest in their successful series to follow 

Speedway Superheroes, Speedway: The Greatest Moments, and Speedway 
Legends.  All the books featured illustrations of outstanding quality, many dating

from the sport’s pioneer years of the 1920s, and the latest Chaplin / Somerville

epic continues their championship-winning high standards.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
John Chaplin is generally acknowledged throughout the speedway world to be the leading 
authority on the history of the sport. An author and broadcaster, his pedigree goes back almost

sixty years, and this book is based on his writings during that time, 
including his acclaimed regular contributions to Speedway Star 
magazine and his own hugely successful Vintage Speedway Magazine.

John Somerville has spent a fortune acquiring from the world’s top
speedway photographers their best and most vivid pictures. They 

appear in publications throughout the world. He is dedicated to preserving the sport’s most
iconic images.
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SPEEDWAY AT FULL THROTTLE

Example of a double page spread

Left: 
Wright-Wood’s
favourite 
subject: 
Peter Craven
captured in 
unforgettable,
fluid action.

Right: Glamour
girl. The 
amazing Alma
in full riding kit,
complete with
shiny boots, 
and ready to 
attract the 
thrill-seeking
crowds.

Above: You did what . . . ? Alec Moseley, holding the tool of his trade, delights a
gathering of the Tiger’s West Ham team mates, Eric Chitty (left), Arthur Atkinson 
(centre) and Ken Brett with the tale of how he managed to trick their captain over his
‘misbehaving’ bike.

Below: Los Angeles World Final 1982. It is Heat 12, Penhall leads with Dennis on the outside just over Bruce’s
shoulder. ‘He came out of the turn first and beat me,’ Dennis remembered. Following them is England’s Dave
Jessup whose engine failed and allowed Poland’s Edward Jancarz to take third place.


